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All of our creations are exact, precise and genius 
in nature. They’re made in small batches by hand 
from the best materials through pure craftmanship. 

Authentic process, made in Scotland. 

Angelwax products are all tailored to be used on 
your car by you. You don’t have to be an expert to 
make your car shine. Professional detailers already 

know our signature quality.

Based in Scotland near the city of Glasgow, we 
respect our heritage and use a unique blend 
of natural oils to make the highest quality, 
pharmaceutical grade wax the world has to offer.

Pure craftmanship Your-Car-Ready Nessies approval

With our small team that consists of over 25 years of experience in the industry we have 
designed an amazing range of detailing products for the automotive industry. Based in 
Scotland, we have a research, development and manufacturing facility from where all the 

complete Angelwax product range is created before being shipped all over the world.

Authenthic process, made in Scotland.



Sometimes we see the greatest stories to be told, start off with a modest and humble beginning. The Angelwax story begins in 
Scotland, near the city of Glasgow. A country that’s known for its explicit heritage in greatly crafted whiskey’s, Loch Ness and, almost, the 
lousiest weather conditions on earth.

We love cars, motorcycles and respect all the craftsmanship that went into the creating of these beautiful machines. And with over 25 
years of experience in the chemical industry we were on the right place, at the right time to invent and develop the worlds best waxing and 
detailing products. Measured to the skill of our famous Scotch and proficient for the most tenacious climate on the planet.

All our products are made by hand in small precise batches and strictly tested in our laboratory to ensure that we only 
deliver our ultimate desired level of quality before they leave our premises. All with that one goal of creating the finest 
detailing products the world has to offer.

All Angelwax products are exact, precise and genius in nature. The unique line-up in detailing waxes surpasses every 
standard and only contain the highest quality pharmaceutical grade wax our planet has to offer. Combined with our unique 
blend of natural oils, our detailing products astonish by excelling in unbelievable durability and leaving a finish that is 
unsurpassed by even the most expensive waxes available on the market today.

Quite simply, we are redefining the detailing industry with small steps everyday. We believe in quality, the use of natural 
ingredients and progress through devotion and research.

HEAVEN SCENT  WICKED FINISHANGELWAX

Scottish heritage

Authentic process, made in Scotland
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Angelwax Desirable



EXTERIOR
All our waxes, sealants and other exterior products are made to protect, 

rejuvenate and add an unbelievable gloss to your vehicle.



EXTERIOR
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.

ANGELWAX

Angelwax Body Wax offers a very high 
quality wax without the price tag associated 
with many hard detailing waxes. Only the 
highest grade naturally occurring waxes and 
oils our planet has to offer are used. This is 
to create an excellent product that gives your 
paintwork an amazing wet look, high gloss 
finish with outstanding durability lasting 
up to and beyond a staggering 6 months. 
Angelwax Body Wax has been a phenomenal 
success since the release in 2009 and is a 
favorite still among both the professional and 
amateur detailer.

Internal code ANG50283 
EAN 8718858750283
Volume 200 ml

Professional Car Body Wax
DESIRABLE

Angelwax Desirable was born in our 
laboratory and started life as a very small 
exclusive batch. This insanely great detailing 
wax was originally designed to be a limited 
edition, but was too Desirable. Besides, we 
aren’t the types to keep brilliant formulations 
to ourselves. With durability exceeding 5 
months, this formula of natural oils and waxes 
boasts an amazing gloss with sheeting 
qualities rarely found in waxing products.

Internal code ANG50627 
EAN 8718858750627
Volume 200 ml

Unlimited edition



DARK ANGEL

Angelwax Dark Angel is the ultimate 
handmade wax for black vehicles.  Created 
with our unique blend of the best natural oils 
and waxes. This detailing product is designed 
to enrich black paint surfaces by masking 
light swirls and scratches while providing a 
tough, highly durable wax coating that gives 
outstanding sheeting properties. All with a 
beautiful gloss finish.

Internal code ANG50368 
EAN 8718858750368
Volume 200 ml

Double Chocolate Detailing Wax
DRIFT

Angelwax Drift is the ultimate handmade wax 
for white vehicles.  Created with our unique 
blend of the best natural oils and waxes. 
This detailing product is designed to enrich 
white paint surfaces by masking light swirls 
and scratches while providing a tough, highly 
durable wax coating that gives outstanding 
sheeting properties. All with a beautiful gloss 
finish.

Internal code ANG50382 
EAN 8718858750382
Volume 200 ml

Vanilla Snow Detailing Wax

EXTERIOR
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.



ANGELWAX AG

Angelwax Ag is the world’s first, hard metallic 
silver detailing waxing product. And we’re 
not even in the Book of World Records. 
Ag by Angelwax is made with the same 
chemical components that manufactures use 
in the process of creating silver vehicle paint. 
Designed and formulated to enrich silver 
paintwork, Angelwax Ag adds depth and 
lustre while masking swirls, light scratches 
and minor stone-chips making this highly 
durable wax a ‘must have’ detailing product 
for silver-colored vehicles.

Internal code ANG50290 
EAN 8718858750290
Volume 200 ml

The world’s first metallic wax
GUARDIAN

Angelwax Guardian is our “High Endurance 
Detailing Wax” designed to give the ultimate 
wax protection for the bodywork of your 
vehicle. This is the most durable wax to date, 
offering protection that amazingly exceeds 6 
months. As with all of our waxing products, 
we only use the finest pharmaceutical grade 
carnauba waxes and natural oils our planet 
has to offer. This ensuring sheeting, beading 
and durability is at it’s peak.

Internal code ANG50313 
EAN 8718858750313
Volume 200 ml

High Endurance Detailing Wax

EXTERIOR
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.



LUMINOSITY

Angelwax Luminosity is our specialized 
waxing product to protect matte painted 
and matte wrapped vehicles. This unique 
wax protects the bodywork from harmful 
contaminants while preserving the vehicles 
matte paint finish or matte wrap ensuring 
it remains lustrous. We only use the finest 
pharmaceutical grade waxes and natural oils 
our planet has to offer. This is the ultimate 
‘must have-you can’t go without’-wax for one 
with a matte finished or wrapped vehicle.

Internal code ANG50597 
EAN 8718858750597
Volume 100 ml

Speciality Matte Wax
LUMINOSITY MATTE SHAMPOO

Angelwax Luminosity Matte Shampoo is 
the perfect pH neutral shampoo specifically 
designed for the cleansing of matte paintwork 
and matte wrapped vehicles. Our unique 
formulation is gentle on matte surfaces yet 
very highly concentrated and has excellent 
cleaning and lubricating properties to ensure 
a gloss-free finish without damaging the matt 
surface. The Luminosity Matte Shampoo is 
completely wax safe.

Internal code ANG50122 
EAN 8718858750122
Volume 500 ml

Matte Edition Shampoo

EXTERIOR
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.



LUMINOSITY MATTE QED

Angelwax Luminosity Matte QED (Quick 
Exterior Detailing spray) is the perfect 
solution when there is no time for waxing, yet 
the appearance of a freshly waxed vehicle is 
required. This makes QED the perfect product 
for everyday use. Our unique formulation 
adds an additional layer of protection on 
top of your existing wax coatings to further 
enhance the appearance and protection of 
your vehicle. QED also works as an excellent 
post wash solution to remove dust and 
watermarks, leaving the matt bodywork with 
a beautiful wetlook, gloss finish. This product 
is specially designed for matte wrapped and 
painted vehicles

Internal code ANG50155 
EAN 8718858750155
Volume 500 ml

Matte Edition Quick Detailing Spray
ELIXIR

Angelwax Elixir rejuvenates and protects the 
rubber, vinyl & plastic exterior components 
of your vehicle. Elixir is a silicone free, water 
based formulation designed to adhere to 
the surface of the rubber, vinyl and plastic 
creating a waterproof barrier and leaving 
the treated surface like brand new with a 
fantastic gloss free finish.

Internal code ANG50177 
EAN 8718858750177
Volume 500 ml

Exterior Rubber & Tyre Dressing

EXTERIOR
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.



ANGELWASH

Angelwax Angelwash removes the dirt on the 
paintjob quickly, safely and to be completely 
self drying after the vehicle has been rinsed. 
The lush foam gently cleans even the most 
delicate clearcoat surface without scratching 
and leaves a highly reflective surface once 
the vehicle has been rinsed. The self drying 
aspect of Angelwash ensures that the water 
will evaporate evenly from the bodywork 
which, in turn, prevents spotting and 
watermarks that may occur when a vehicle 
is left to dry. This pH neutral formulation is 
completely wax safe.

Internal code ANG58012 
EAN 8718858758012
Volume 500 ml

Self Drying Shampoo
BLUE RINSE

Angelwax Blue Rinse is the final step in your 
vehicles washing process. With a super 
simple spray-on and rinse-off method, using 
Blue Rinse is the dream of every detailer. It 
greatly aids the drying process and makes 
sure no drying stains are left on the vehicles 
bodywork. Blue Rinse helps to prevent water 
spotting and therefore limescale and other 
contaminate to build up. With wax infused 
you can expect a beautiful gloss finish. It 
reduces drying time, but more importantly 
it also means less contact with cloths and 
towels making your wash the safest ever!

Internal code ANG50955 
EAN 8718858750955
Volume 500 ml

Wax Infused Finale

EXTERIOR
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.



CLEANLINESS

Angelwax Cleanliness is a powerful citrus-
odored pre-wash. It is specifically formulated 
to remove bugs, road grime, bird lime 
and other general contamination from the 
bodywork. Cleanliness can also be used 
via a foam lance or pressure pump sprayer. 
Cleanlines is high foaming, solvent free and 
completely wax & sealant safe. Although 
Angelwax Cleanlines is designed as a ready 
to use product for lighter soiling, we have 
found it dilutes down very well making it go 
further.

Internal code ANG58050 
EAN 8718858758050
Volume 1000 ml

Concentrated Orange Prewash
CORONA

Angelwax Corona is designed to protect 
and rejuvenate every area of your vehicle. It 
magically restores plastics, vinyl, rubber and 
all painted surfaces back to good, no great 
health. The unique formulation seals the 
treated surface and creates a hydrophobic 
barrier which revitalizes the faded trim 
beautifully. This while adding amazing depth 
to painted surfaces. With super durability 
that offers protection in excess for 6 months. 
The formula is widely tested in our laboratory 
and by the best detailers in the business to 
ensure we have created another world class 
product.

Internal code ANG50108 
EAN 8718858750108
Volume 500 ml

Synthetic Spray Wax

EXTERIOR
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.



EXCELSIOR

Angelwax Excelsior is a convertible soft top 
cleaner and UV inhibitor. It’s specifically 
formulated to remove dirt & grime from 
convertible soft tops quickly, safely and 
effectively. Angelwax Excelsior also contains 
a UV inhibitor to prevent fibers being broken 
down by strong sunlight. On the variety 
of materials associated with convertible 
soft tops, Excelsior gets the work done 
straight away by breaking down stains 
associated with mildew, bird lime and other 
contaminants.

Internal code ANG58029 
EAN 8718858758029
Volume 250 ml

Convertible soft top cleaner with UV inhibitor
FASTFOAM

Angelwax Fastfoam is the ‘Professional 
Detailing Snowfoam’ and is used by valeters 
and detailers throughout the world creating 
a blanket of sticky foam which covers the 
vehicle and clings to its surface before 
removing the dirt, traffic film and other 
harmful deposits safely from your vehicle. 
Fastfoam has been specifically designed to 
give outstanding results when used through 
a foaming lance or chemical bottle of a 
pressure washer. Fastfoam can be diluted 
1 part to 9 parts with water (1:9). Angelwax 
Fastfoam has been awarded the product title 
of ‘Recommended Snowfoam’ in 2012.

Internal code ANG50610 
EAN 8718858750610
Volume 500 / 1000 ml

Professional Detailing Snowfoam

EXTERIOR
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.



QED

Angelwax QED (Quick Exterior Detailing 
spray) is the perfect solution when there is 
no time for waxing, yet the appearance of a 
freshly waxed vehicle is required. This makes 
QED the perfect product for everyday use. 
Our unique formulation adds an additional 
layer of protection on top of your existing wax 
coatings to further enhance the appearance 
and protection of your vehicle. QED also 
works as an excellent post wash solution to 
remove dust and watermarks, leaving the 
bodywork with a beautiful wetlook, gloss 
finish.

Internal code ANG50191 
EAN 8718858750191
Volume 500 ml

Quick Exterior Detailer
REVELATION

Angelwax Revelation is a pH neutral fallout 
remover for removing harmful metals from 
wheels and bodywork. When it’s sprayed 
onto your vehicle it begins to turn purple/
red as it makes contact with the ferrous 
particles. This coloration is forming a bond to 
the sintered iron on the vehicles paintwork 
and / or wheel surface and its state is then 
magically changed to make them water 
soluble for easy removal.

Internal code ANG50160 
EAN 8718858750160
Volume 500 ml

Fallout remover for wheels & bodywork

EXTERIOR
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.



PERFECT POLISH

Angelwax Perfect Polish Pre-Wax Paint 
Cleanser is designed to beautifully prepare 
your vehicle paintwork for your chosen 
sealant or protective wax. Applied by 
hand, Angelwax Perfect Polish safely and 
effectively removes light swirls, scratches 
and oxidization from the paintsurface. Micro 
abrasives in the polish physically cleanse 
the paintwork to ensure a glossy, smooth 
paintwork. For best results, clay the paint 
surface before applying Perfect Polish. 
After polishing apply your chosen Angelwax 
waxing- or sealant product.

Internal code ANG51051 
EAN 8718858751051
Volume 500 ml

Pre-Wax Paint Cleanser
REVENGE

Angelwax Revenge ‘Bug and Insect Remover’ 
is a detailing product designed to safely and 
effectively remove stubborn insect residue 
from all exterior surfaces of your vehicle. 
Including paint, chrome and glass. If insects 
are left to decay on the body of the vehicle 
they can cause staining to the paintwork. 
Angelwax Revenge is completely wax safe, 
water based and is environmentally safe 
biodegradable and free of harmful solvents. 
With it’s fresh citrus smell, this spray-on & 
rinse off formulation gets to work quickly 
removing flies and other insects from the 
paint surface. 

Internal code ANG50122 
EAN 8718858750122
Volume 500 ml

Bug & Insect Remover, Serve Cold!

EXTERIOR
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.



ÜBER-LUBE

Angelwax Über-Lube is a special developed 
lubricant and the perfect solution for any 
clay job. The clay lubricant provides a blend 
of oils and wetting agents that are specially 
designed to work with all clay bars (natural 
or synthetic; new poly-clays). Über-Lube 
provides an ultra-slick surface on which any 
clay glides easily. This clay lubricant creates 
a microscopic barrier between the paint 
and the clay cleaning material and leaves a 
perfect foundation for any Angelwax Wax-
product.

Internal code ANG50139 
EAN 8718858750139
Volume 500 ml

Superior Clay Bar Lubricant
SHIELD

Angelwax Shield is a vital soft top and fabric 
protection system to safeguard fabrics on 
both inside and outside of your vehicle. 
Shield works as a stain repellent and is 
excellent with convertible tops as well on 
fabric, carpets and any other material you 
want to protect. Once treated our innovative 
formula it will protect and repel stains on 
the surface effectively and ensure that the 
cleaning of the material is a way easier job 
to be done.

Internal code ANG50641 
EAN 8718858750641
Volume 250 ml

Soft Top and Fabric Protector

EXTERIOR
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.



STRIPPED-EASE

Angelwax Stripped Ease is the ultimate wax 
removal spray. Designed to remove any 
unwanted sealant and wax coating from the 
vehicles paintwork with ease. It’s formulated 
for the car enthusiast who wax their car on 
regular bases and who wish to try a variety 
of coatings as they strive to find the perfect 
match for their vehicle. Stripped Ease quickly 
and easily removes all existing waxes, 
sealants, and silicones to ensure a better 
bond between the paintwork and the newly 
selected wax or sealant. Stripped Ease can 
also be used as a panel wipe after polishing.

Internal code ANG51037 
EAN 8718858751037
Volume 250 ml

Wash Removal System
TI-22

Angelwax Ti-22 Titanium is a unique spray-
based sealant designed to be applied 
after polishing to create a tough durable 
seal on which to apply a wax coating. The 
groundbreaking composition of Ti-22 makes 
this a simple yet brilliant formulation due to 
the nature of its key component; Titanium. 
The natural element Titanium (Ti) has a 
low density with excellent resistance to 
corrosion and acids, making this sealant the 
perfect way to protect your paintwork from 
everything our planet has to smudge it!

Internal code ANG50405 
EAN 8718858750405
Volume 250 ml

Titanium Spray Sealant

EXTERIOR
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.



SUPERIOR SHAMPOO

Angelwax Superior Shampoo is a gentle and 
highly concentrated, pH neutral bodywork 
shampoo. The shampoo is designed to 
keep vehicle bodywork cleansed and streak 
free. It’s a thick, slow pouring and highly 
concentrated bodywork shampoo that is 
designed to produce an intense foam and 
amazing odor. Extremely gentle for your 
paintwork plus skin and completely wax safe.

Internal code ANG58214 
EAN 8718858758214
Volume 500 ml

Superior Automotive Shampoo

EXTERIOR
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.



Angelwax QED



Angelwax AnGEL



INTERIOR
Our interior products are designed to take maximum care of your cars interior 

and will leave an fantastic odor as our signature.



INTERIOR
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.

HEAVEN FOR LEATHER

Angelwax Heaven for Leather is a gentle, 
pH neutral cleanser and conditioner that 
revitalizes, nourishes and protects leather 
interior. Your leather interior needs protection 
from day to day wear and tear. Leather can 
quickly appear tired and worn out, stained 
and marked if it isn’t cleansed on a regular 
basis. Get back to new leather including that 
fantastic odor. Shiny leather is untreated 
leather, dull leather is taken care of.

Internal code ANG50252 
EAN 8718858750252
Volume 500 ml

Specialist Leather Cleanser
ABSOLUTION

Angelwax Absolution Carpet & Upholstery 
Cleaner is the perfect way for removing those 
stubborn stains from your vehicles interior 
and works brilliantly on all types of carpets 
& fabrics. It contains complex surfactants that 
are engineered to quickly and effectively 
remove dirt, oil and other hard to move 
stains before to get back that nice clean and 
fabulous smelling interior.

Internal code ANG50245 
EAN 8718858750245
Volume 500 ml

Specialist Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner



HIDE-RATE

Angelwax Hide-Rate is designed to 
moisturize the leather in your vehicle. The 
drying effects of (direct) sunlight and other 
factors such as day to day wear & tear 
can remove the moisture from the leather 
upholstery making it appear tired and faded. 
Hide-Rate attracts and retains moisture in 
the air by absorption and allows the water to 
be used by other substances to ensure the 
leather retains it’s natural appearance.

Internal code ANG58043 
EAN 8718858758043
Volume 500 ml

Humectant Leather Conditioner
SHIELD

Angelwax Shield is a vital soft top and fabric 
protection system to safeguard fabrics on 
both inside and outside of your vehicle. 
Shield works as a stain repellent and is 
excellent with convertible tops as well on 
fabric, carpets and any other material you 
want to protect. Once treated our innovative 
formula it will protect and repel stains on 
the surface effectively and ensure that the 
cleaning of the material is a way easier job 
to be done.

Internal code ANG50641 
EAN 8718858750641
Volume 250 ml

Soft Top and Fabric Protector

INTERIOR
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.



ANGEL

Angelwax AnGEL is designed to quickly and 
easily clean and protect interior plastics & 
vinyl. It’s water based pH neutral, silicone 
free formulation makes ‘AnGel’ safe and 
friendly. AnGel is also packed with a built-in 
UV protective which guards against strong 
sunlight which can discolor darker interior 
plastics and dashboards. This ultimate 
detailing gel is formulated to remove dirt, 
smudges (fingerprints) from all types of plastic 
surfaces. Leaving your vehicles interior with a 
professional matte, non greasy, clean finish.

Internal code ANG50238 
EAN 8718858750238
Volume 500 ml

Interior Vinyl & Plastic Restorer

INTERIOR
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.



Angelwax Heaven for Leather



GLASS
Have a clear vision, drive safe. Besides, clean windows will add that finishing 

touch to your detailing efforts.



GLASS
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.

VISION

Angelwax Vision is our superior automotive 
glass cleaner to remove insects, silicone 
and other contaminants that can impair your 
vision when driving. Vision is a ready to use 
formula that cleans quickly without smearing 
or streaking to leave your glass sparkling and 
provides the perfectly prepared surface for 
our H2GO Rain Repellent. Vision is safe to 
use on all types of glass including tinted and 
film covered glass.

Internal code ANG50207 
EAN 8718858750207
Volume 500 ml

Superior Automotive Glass Cleaner
H2GO

Angelwax H2GO is designed to contend with 
even the most tenacious rain on the planet. 
H2GO is formulated to create a hydrophobic 
coating on glass surfaces, in other words; it’s 
supercool. This surface coating will push of 
all water and rain from the glasswork. Making 
driving much safer and convenient. We 
believe it’s scientific wizardry.

Internal code ANG50658 
EAN 8718858750658
Volume 100 ml

Ultimate Rain Repellent



CLARITY

Angelwax Clarity Super Concentrated 
Screenwash is designed to use in every 
season to easily remove bird lime, insects, 
traffic film and other dirt from your windows. 
Get some clarity in life and also get a layer of 
hydrophobic protection that helps you stay 
safe. Dilution ratios per season: 19:1 for the 
Summer, 9:1 for Autumn/Spring, 4:1 for Winter 
up to -15 Celsius and 1:1 for Severe Winter -25 
Celsius.

Internal code ANG58036 
EAN 8718858758036
Volume 500 ml

Super Concentrated Screen Wash
REVENGE

Angelwax Revenge ‘Bug and Insect Remover’ 
is a detailing product designed to safely and 
effectively remove stubborn insect residue 
from all exterior surfaces of your vehicle. 
Including paint, chrome and glass. If insects 
are left to decay on the body of the vehicle 
they can cause staining to the paintwork. 
Angelwax Revenge is completely wax safe, 
water based and is environmentally safe 
biodegradable and free of harmful solvents. 
With it’s fresh citrus smell, this spray-on & 
rinse off formulation gets to work quickly 
removing flies and other insects from the 
paint surface. 

Internal code ANG50122 
EAN 8718858750122
Volume 500 ml

Bug & Insect Remover, Serve Cold!

GLASS
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.



WHEELS
You don’t have to be an expert to know that rims and tyres endure the most. 

Great rims are like great shoes, they make or break your detailing job.



WHEELS
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.

BILBERRY RTU

Angelwax Bilberry Automotive Wheel 
Cleaner RTU is designed to work quickly 
and safely, removing brake dust, traffic film 
and other contaminants without the need 
for strong acids. Angelwax Bilberry Wheel 
Cleaner is also safe to use on plastic centre 
caps. The formula has been rigorously tested 
in our laboratory and by the best detailers in 
the business.

Internal code ANG50221 
EAN 8718858750221
Volume 500 ml

Bilberry Automotive Wheel Cleaner RTU
BILBERRY WHEEL SEALANT

Angelwax Bilberry Wheel Sealant works 
in conjunction with our ‘Bilberry Wheel 
Cleaner’; this highly durable wax protection 
system is awarded the Auto Express 
‘Recommended Product of 2010‘. It’s 
formulated to protect your alloy wheels for 
up to 6 months by creating a barrier on the 
surface of the wheel. Trust us, if you’d ask 
your wheels they would be begging you 
for this. The protective coating prevents the 
build-up of brake dust and traffic film and 
makes these contaminants much easier to 
remove when cleaning. Angelwax Bilberry 
Protective Wheel Sealant is a hard wax and 
only a very light application is required to 
coat each wheel.
Internal code ANG50214 
EAN 8718858750214
Volume 500 ml

Protective Wheel Sealant



Synthetic Spray Wax
BILBERRY CONCENTRATED

Angelwax Bilberry Automotive Wheel 
Cleaner Concentrated is designed to work 
quickly and safely, removing brake dust, 
traffic film and other contaminants without 
the need for strong acids. Angelwax Bilberry 
Wheel Cleaner is also safe to use on plastic 
centre caps. The formula has been rigorously 
tested in our laboratory and by the best 
detailers in the business. Delution from 1:9 
to 1:20.

Internal code ANG50764
EAN 87188587507640
Volume 1000 ml

Superior Automotive Wheel Cleaner RTU!
CORONA

Angelwax Corona is designed to protect 
and rejuvenate every area of your vehicle. It 
magically restores plastics, vinyl, rubber and 
all painted surfaces back to good, no great 
health. The unique formulation seals the 
treated surface and creates a hydrophobic 
barrier which revitalizes the faded trim 
beautifully. This while adding amazing depth 
to painted surfaces. With super durability 
that offers protection in excess for 6 months. 
The formula is widely tested in our laboratory 
and by the best detailers in the business to 
ensure we have created another world class 
product.

Internal code ANG50108 
EAN 8718858750108
Volume 500 ml

WHEELS
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.



ELIXIR

Angelwax Elixir rejuvenates and protects the 
rubber, vinyl & plastic exterior components 
of your vehicle. Elixir is a silicone free, water 
based formulation designed to adhere to 
the surface of the rubber, vinyl and plastic 
creating a waterproof barrier and leaving 
the treated surface like brand new with a 
fantastic gloss free finish.

Internal code ANG50177 
EAN 8718858750177
Volume 500 ml

Exterior Rubber & Tyre Dressing
REVELATION

Angelwax Revelation is a pH neutral fallout 
remover for removing harmful metals from 
wheels and bodywork. When it’s sprayed 
onto your vehicle it begins to turn purple/
red as it makes contact with the ferrous 
particles. This coloration is forming a bond to 
the sintered iron on the vehicles paintwork 
and / or wheel surface and its state is then 
magically changed to make them water 
soluble for easy removal.

Internal code ANG50160 
EAN 8718858750160
Volume 500 ml

Fallout remover for wheels & bodywork

WHEELS
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.



Angelwax Corona



ACCESSORIES
You’ll need these, but oh my we did do a fantastic job with our microfiber line-

up if we do say so ourselves.



ACCESSORIES
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.

BILBERRY AIR FRESHENER

Angelwax Bilberry Air Freshener is all about 
making your interior smell great. With a 
handy elastic band to fit to the rearview 
mirror. But even from under the seat it’s 
smells just perfect.

Internal code ANG51181 
EAN 8718858751181
Volume 1 piece

Something here smells like heaven
DETAILING BAG

Angelwax Detailing Bag is our high quality 
solution for all your waxing and detailing 
gear. The right product to get the job done 
on the road, at your clients or just for general 
storage.

Internal code ANG50412 
EAN 8718858750412
Volume 1 piece

A neat solution for every cleaning detailer



CC-02 FINALMAXX

Angelwax CC-02 FINALMAXX is a whopping 
1,5 centimeters thick and insanely absorbs 
moisture. It’s so incredibly soft, it’s almost 
impossible.

Internal code ANG51129 
EAN 8718858751129
Volume 1 piece

Microfiber innovation for ultimate detailing
CC-01 MICROFIBER TOWEL

Angelwax CC-01 microfiber towel is created 
using the knowledge of multiple specialized 
car detailers who each had their own 
preferences regarding weight format.

Internal code ANG51112 
EAN 8718858751112
Volume 1 piece

Made by detailers for detailers

ACCESSORIES
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.



CM-03 MICROFIBER WASHMITT

Angelwax CM-03 has only just arrived 
and is already a great success. Which isn’t 
surprising since it is an incredibly good 
product for every car detailer out there.

Internal code ANG51136 
EAN 8718858751136
Volume 1 piece

Let your hand be the cloth
DC-02 DRYING CLOTH

Angelwax DC-02 water-absorbing SUPER 
dry cloth. In a few wipes the car is completely 
dry after washing with this drying towel. 
The amazing fabric has a gigantic volume 
weighing 600 grams / m2 and in combination 
with polyester microfiber that’s extremely 
soft to the paint job, but has many water-
absorbing parts. The fabric is completely 
washable at 30 degrees (Celsius), so you can 
use this over and over again. The size of the 
towel is 60 x 90 cm. 

Internal code ANG51143 
EAN 8718858751143
Volume 1 piece

Microfiber SUPER-dry cloth

ACCESSORIES
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.



WP-03 FOAM WAXPADS

Angelwax WP-03 foam waxpads is made for 
applying our waxing products. With its 4 inch 
diameter and the ultra soft material that has a 
very dense cell structure.

Internal code ANG51174 
EAN 8718858751174
Volume 2 pieces

Essentials in car detailing
WP-02 MICROFIBER WAXPADS

Angelwax WP-02 is the ultimate 4,5 inch 
microfiber pad for applying our waxing 
products safely on your vehicle. They’re 
very soft and with its special weave structure 
makes it the best applicator for detailing 
products.

Internal code ANG51167 
EAN 8718858751167
Volume 2 pieces

Can’t go without these!

ACCESSORIES
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.



WB-01 WHEEL BRUSH

Angelwax WB-01 wheel brush is a new 
innovation in car detailing. It’s suitable for 
all types of rims and thanks to its brushes it 
makes cleaning around the rim super easy 
and effective. 

Internal code ANG51150 
EAN 8718858751150
Volume 1 piece

Brush your tee.. Wheels!

ACCESSORIES
All Angelwax products are brilliant in
nature and handmade in Scotland.



Angelwax CM-03



Get your own official Angelwax merchandise at www.angelwax.eu
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